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Abstract
In adversarial (challenge) testing, we pose
hard generalization tasks in order to gain in-
sights into the solutions found by our models.
What properties must a system have in order
to succeed at these hard tasks? In this paper,
we argue that an essential factor is the ability
to form modular representations. Our central
contribution is a definition of what it means
for a representation to be modular and an ex-
perimental method for assessing the extent to
which a system’s solution is modular in this
general sense. Our work is grounded empir-
ically in a new challenge Natural Language
Inference dataset designed to assess systems
on their ability to reason about entailment and
negation. We find that a BERT model with
fine-tuning is strikingly successful at the hard
generalization tasks we pose using this dataset,
and our active manipulations help us to under-
stand why: despite the densely interconnected
nature of the BERT architecture, the learned
model embeds modular, general theories of
lexical entailment relations.
1 Introduction
Deep learning models now routinely achieve out-
standing scores on benchmark tasks, sometimes
even surpassing our estimates of how consis-
tent humans are when annotating task data. At
the same time, challenge and adversarial tests
(Jia and Liang, 2017) have revealed how narrow
these systems’ abilities actually are, as compared
to the complex human abilities that we hoped to
capture (Levesque, 2013). Furthermore, inocula-
tion testing (Liu et al., 2019) has helped to dis-
tinguish shortcomings of the available data from
deeper conceptual problems with the models. All
these efforts are seeking to ensure that we pose
generalization tasks that are actually good proxies
for the capabilities that we want these models to
acquire.
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Figure 1: Overview of the method for identifying mod-
ular representations in neural architectures. If chang-
ing inputs x2 to x
′
2
and x3 to x
′
3
leads to the same pre-
diction y as swapping the internal representations at a
specified model location L, and y is distinct from the
original prediction z, then we can conclude that L is a
modular representation of the two pairs of input com-
ponents (x2, x3) and (x
′
2
, x′
3
). If this correspondence
fails, then we know crucial information about these in-
puts lies elsewhere in the network.
What properties must a system have in order to
succeed at the very hard generalization tasks we
are now posing? In this paper, we argue that an es-
sential factor is the ability to combine previously
learned capabilities in new ways to define more
complex capabilities. This idea is intimately re-
lated to the view of Fodor (1975) and others that
human cognition is modular, and to the related
ideas from Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) concerning
the systematicity of human cognition (roughly, that
certain abilities necessarily imply others). Our
central contribution is a method for assessing the
modularity of systems in this sense, even if those
systems are highly interconnected deep learning
models for which it would be a mistake to presup-
pose any particular kind of structure.
Our empirical focus for this work is the role of
monotonicity reasoning in Natural Language Infer-
ence (MacCartney, 2009; Icard and Moss, 2013).
More specifically, we study the interactions of en-
tailment reasoning with negation, as one instance
of systematicity in Fodor and Pylyshyn’s sense.
We would like to determine whether a system can
actually reason about lexical entailment and, fur-
thermore, whether it has learned that negation is
downward monotone (roughly, that A entails B if,
and only if, not-B entails not-A, for all A and B).
To facilitate this work, we present Monotonic-
ity NLI (MoNLI), a new naturalistic NLI dataset
for training and assessing systems on these seman-
tic notions. MoNLI extends SNLI (Bowman et al.,
2015) with examples that allow us to pose general-
ization tasks concerning entailment and negation
that are hard but fair. The tasks are hard in that
they require models to generalize to entirely new
pairs of lexical items in negated linguistic contexts.
The problems are fair in that the desired learn-
ing targets are fully specified (Geiger et al., 2019),
which ensures that failures do not simply trace to
deficiencies in the datasets.
Using MoNLI, we evaluate Enhanced Sequen-
tial Inference Models (Chen et al., 2016), Decom-
posable Attention Models (Parikh et al., 2016),
and BERT-based models (Devlin et al., 2019).
These experiments lead to the positive result that
a BERT-based NLI model can solve MoNLI with
only a modest amount of task-specific fine-tuning
and without losing performance on its original
evaluation data. The other NLI models success-
fully solve the generalization task, but at the cost
of a performance drop on the original evaluation
data.
This leads us back to our central question: what
properties does a neural model have that allows
for this striking level of generalization? For this,
we must pry open the black box and examine the
intermediate representations created by the model.
For a model like BERT, it is not immediately evi-
dent that this can be done; a hallmark of all such
Transformer-based models is their dense intercon-
nections. In this setting, it would be a mistake
to assume that, for example, there are intermedi-
ate vectors that encode a modular notion of lex-
ical relations. To avoid this trap, we develop
new methods for discovering modular representa-
tions, actively manipulating model internal repre-
senations to reveal the underlying causal dynamics
of a model. This method is depicted schematically
in Figure 1. These manipulations reveal a striking
degree of modularity in BERT.
2 Related work
Systematicity and Modularity in Cognition
Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988) offer systematicity as
a hallmark of human cognition. Systematicity says
that certain abilities necessarily imply others. For
example, the ability to understand the puppy loves
Sandy entails the ability to understand Sandy loves
the puppy, and the additional ability to understand
how puppy and kitten relate to each other entails
understanding the kitten loves Sandy, Sandy loves
the kitten, the kitten loves the puppy, and so forth.
For Fodor and Pylyshyn, these observations trace
to the ability to combine previously learned capa-
bilities in novel ways to do novel things.
Fodor and Pylyshyn contend that connectionist
(deep learning) models are not systematic on the
grounds that, for example, it is easy to train a
model that seems to understand the puppy loves
Sandy but transparently has no abilities with re-
gard to Sandy loves the puppy. While this is cer-
tainly true, it leaves open whether we can train
networks that do display such systematicity. One
of our main objectives is to argue that, when net-
works do achieve systematicity, they do so using
modular representations.
Compositionality in Semantics Systematicity
is closely related to the compositionality principle
in semantics, which says that the meanings of com-
plex linguistic units are derived from (functions of)
their parts (Partee, 1984; Janssen, 1997). Compo-
sitionality is a very restrictive notion of systematic-
ity; while all compositional systems are system-
atic, it is possible to be systematic without adher-
ing to the strict tenets of compositionality (Potts,
2019). We do not take a stand on whether the mod-
els we evaluate can be seen as compositional, opt-
ing instead for the more general claim that they
display non-trivial degrees of sysematicity.
Adversarial Testing Adversarial (or challenge)
test datasets are supplementary evaluation re-
sources that test the ability of a model to general-
ize to examples outside the distribution of the data
the model was trained, developed, and (standardly)
tested on. These tests can be seen as attempts
to probe the generalization capabilities of state-of-
the-art models with respect to the tasks they have
been trained on, by focusing on difficult or un-
derrepresented examples in a model’s training set.
Many NLI adversarial tests have drawn directly
on intuitions like those of Fodor and Pylyshyn.
For example, Glockner et al. (2018) create vari-
ants of SNLI examples by replacing individual
words with others in ways that should system-
atically determine a new label for the example
(e.g., substitution of synonyms should preserve
labels). Naik et al. (2018) pursue similar strate-
gies for MNLI, and Nie et al. (2019) perform syn-
tactic manipulations that depend on how syntac-
tic constructions relate to each other systemati-
cally. In general, these tests have seemed to reveal
a disappointing lack of systematicity, although
the rise of pretrained language models has led
to at least some adversarial datasets being solved
(Richardson et al., 2019) and the inoculation tests
of Liu et al. (2019) suggest that some, but not all,
of these failings trace to the data rather than the
underlying architectures.
Monotonicity Our empirical focus is entailment
and negation. This is one (highly prevalent)
aspect of monotonicity reasoning, which gov-
erns many aspects of lexical and constructional
meaning in natural language (Sa´nchez-Valencia,
1991; van Benthem, 2008). There is an exten-
sive literature on monotonicity logics (Moss, 2009;
Icard, 2012; Icard and Moss, 2013; Icard et al.,
2017). Within NLP, MacCartney and Manning
(2008, 2009) apply very rich monotonicity alge-
bras to NLI problems, Hu et al. (2019a,b) create
NLI models that use polarity-marked parse trees,
and Yanaka et al. (2019b,a) investigate the abil-
ity of neural models to understand monotonicity
reasoning. While we consider only a small frag-
ment of these approaches, the methods we develop
should apply to more complex systems as well.
Probing The techniques we develop for assess-
ing modularity bear a superficial resemblance to
recent efforts to probe the internal structure of
Transformer-based models to try to determine how
much linguistic structure they implicitly encode
(Peters et al. 2018; Tenney et al. 2019; Clark et al.
2019; for a full review, see Belinkov and Glass
2019). In aggregate, this work has provided nu-
anced insights into the internal representations of
these models, as well as their capacity to directly
support learning diverse NLP tasks via fine-tuning
(Hewitt and Liang, 2019). In Section 7, we go
beyond probing, actively manipulating represen-
tations to understand the causal dynamics of the
model.
3 Monotonicity NLI dataset
We created the MoNLI corpus to investigate the
ability of models to perform systematic general-
izations and create modular representations. The
corpus contains 2,678 NLI examples in the usual
format for NLI datasets like SNLI.
In each example, the hypothesis is the result of
substituting a single word wp in the premise for a
hypernym or hyponym wh in the hypothesis. We
refer to wh and wp as the substituted words in an
example. In 1,202 of these examples, the substi-
tution is performed under the scope of the down-
ward monotone operator not.1 We refer to these
examples collectively as NMoNLI. In the remain-
ing 1,476 examples, this substitution is performed
under the scope of no downward monotone oper-
ator. We refer to these examples collectively as
PMoNLI.
MoNLI was generated according to the follow-
ing procedure. First, randomly select a premise
or hypothesis sentence s from the SNLI training
dataset. Second, select a noun in s, and, using
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), select all hypernyms
and hyponyms of the noun subject to two condi-
tions: (1) the hypernym or hyponym appears in
the SNLI training data, and (2) substituting the hy-
pernym or hyponym results in a grammatical, co-
herent sentence s′. Finally, for each substitution,
generate two examples for the corpus – one where
the original sentence is the premise and the edited
sentence is the hypothesis, and one example with
those roles reversed. Each of these example pairs
has one example with the label entailment and
one example with the label neutral, resulting in a
dataset perfectly balanced between the two labels.
For example, suppose we select the hypothesis
sentence (A) and we identity the noun plants for
substitution. Then we enter plants into WordNet
and find that flowers is a hyponym of plants, so
we substitute flowers for plants to create the edited
sentence (B):
(A) The three children are not holding plants.
⇓
(B) The three children are not holding flowers.
This leads to two new MoNLI examples:
1In set-theoretic terms, a function f is downward mono-
tone iff, whenever A ⊆ B, f(B) ⊆ f(A).
(A) entailment (B)
(B) neutral (A)
These two examples would belong to NMoNLI,
due to the fact not scopes over the subsitution site.
If not were removed from both of these sentences,
then their labels would be swapped and both exam-
ples would belong to PMoNLI.
MoNLI was generated by the authors by hand;
examples judged to be unnatural were removed,
and any grammatical or spelling errors in the orig-
inal SNLI sentence were corrected.
This data generation process is similar to that
of Glockner et al. (2018), except they focus on
the lexical relations of exclusion and synonymy,
while we focus on entailment relations. This dif-
ference prevents their dataset from capturing mon-
tonicity reasoning, which involves entailment rela-
tions, but not exclusion or synonymy.
4 Models
We evaluated three models on MoNLI:
ESIM The Enhanced Sequential Inference Model
(Chen et al., 2016) is a hybrid TreeLSTM-
based and biLSTM-based model that uses an
inter-sentence attention mechanism to align
words across sentences.
DECOMP The Decomposable Attention model
(Parikh et al., 2016) depends primarily on
softly aligning words in the premise and hy-
pothesis using attention mechanisms. This
model can be seen as a precursor to
Transformer-based models (Vaswani et al.,
2017).
BERT A Transformer model trained to do
masked language modeling and next-
sentence prediction (Devlin et al., 2019).
We rely on uncased BERT-base param-
eters as provided by the Hugging Face
transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019).
We chose these models for two reasons. First,
all of them achieve high and comparable scores
on SNLI. Second, while they differ consider-
ably in their internal structure, they all seek
to achieve many dense interconnections between
units, which could lead to two outcomes with re-
spect to modularity: it could hinder modularity by
encouraging distributed solutions, or it could facil-
itate modularity by allowing it to emerge naturally
via data-driven learning.
SNLI PMoNLI NMoNLI
ESIM 87.9 86.6 39.4
DECOMP 85.1 84.8 16.1
BERT 90.8 94.4 2.2
Table 1: Adversarial testing results of our three models
trained on SNLI. The numbers are accuracy values; all
the datasets have balanced label distributions.
5 Adversarial Testing
5.1 Methods
We first use MoNLI as an adversarial test dataset
where models trained on SNLI are expected to
generalize to MoNLI. MoNLI can be considered
an adversarial testing datset that evaluates an
NLI model’s ability to perform simple inferences
founded in lexical entailments and monotonicity.
However, as discussed in Section 3, it is not es-
pecially adversarial, in that we sampled sentences
from the SNLI training set and only substituted
in hypernyms and hyponyms that occur in SNLI
training set. This keeps MoNLI as close as pos-
sible to the distribution of SNLI data. Thus, if
a model fails on MoNLI, we can be confident
that this failure stems from a lack of knowledge
about monotonicity and lexical entailment rela-
tions, rather than some other confounding factor
like syntactic structures or vocabulary items that
were unseen in training.
5.2 Results
The results in Table 1 are stark. The three mod-
els achieve high accuracy on SNLI and PMoNLI,
the examples where no downward monotone op-
erators scope over the substitution site. However,
they are well below chance accuracy on NMoNLI,
the examples where not scopes over the substitu-
tion site. BERT is more extreme than the other
models, achieving a higher accuracy on PMoNLI
than SNLI and almost zero accuracy on NMoNLI.
High performance on PMoNLI shows that models
have knowledge of the lexical relations between
the substituted words, but low performance on
NMoNLI shows the models have no knowledge of
the downward monotone nature of not. In fact, the
below chance accuracy on NMoNLI indicates that
these models are somewhat reliably (incredibly re-
liably in BERT’s case) predicting the wrong label
on these examples, suggesting that they might be
treating these examples the same as they do exam-
ples from PMoNLI.
5.3 Discussion
Crucially, while these models trained on SNLI
do not know that not is downward monotone in
these examples, this is not conclusive evidence
that these models are unable to learn this seman-
tic property. It could well be that this ability is not
necessary for success on SNLI.
For instance, a simple analysis of SNLI finds
that negation (represented by not and n’t) appears
in the premise and hypothesis in only 38 examples.
Since NMoNLI has negation in the premise and
hypothesis of every example, we believe the defi-
ciency lies in the data, not the model.
A natural next step would be to train on MNLI,
where the coverage with regard to negation is bet-
ter: about 18K examples (≈4%) have negation in
the premise and hypothesis. However, we tried
this, by combining MNLI with SNLI, and the re-
sults were almost exactly the same; while negation
is more present in MNLI, it seems that MNLI ex-
amples still do not manifest the kind of monotonic-
ity reasoning that we are targeting.
Thus, while these adversarial testing datasets do
reveal that state-of-the-art NLI models trained on
SNLI and MNLI are unable to perform inferences
requiring the knowledge that negation is down-
ward monotone, it is plausible that this is a failing
of the data rather than the models.2 Since we are
interested in the underlying capacity of these mod-
els to learn generalized solutions to MoNLI, we
need to push past this analytic limitation. This is
the goal of our generalization tests.
6 Generalization Tests
We now know our three models trained on SNLI
have knowledge of the lexical relations between
substituted words, but do not know that the pres-
ence of not reverses the relationship between the
word-level relation and the sentence-level relation.
We believe this inability is due to a lack of expo-
sure to examples that require such knowledge, and
so we now investigate whether models can learn
generalized solutions when provided with mini-
mal, but sufficient, data.
2Even if it is the case SNLI and MNLI are lacking in this
way, some may expect BERT to learn that negation is down-
ward monotone during pretraining.
NMoNLI Train NMoNLI Test
person 198 dog 88
instrument 100 building 64
food 94 ball 28
machine 60 car 12
woman 58 mammal 4
music 52 animal 4
tree 52
boat 46
fruit 42
produce 40
fish 40
plant 38
jewelry 36
anything 34
hat 20
man 20
Table 2: The hyponyms that occur in the train-test split
of NMoNLI described in Section 6. The number next
to each hyponym corresponds to the number of exam-
ples that hyponym occurs in. For NMoNLI train, we
left out the 11 hyponyms that occurred in less than 20
examples.
6.1 Challenging Test Splits
Standard practice would be to randomly partition
NMoNLI into training, development, and testing
sets. However, we do not believe this generaliza-
tion task inherently requires the model to lever-
age its knowledge of lexical entailment to learn
a proper semantics for negation. Such a random
partition could result in many of the same substi-
tuted words being present in training and testing.
This would mean that a model that relearns the
relation between every pair of substituted words
in reverse and accesses this knowledge when not
scopes over the substitution site would be success-
ful at this task. Such a model would not have
learned to reverse the lexical entailment relation
when not scopes over the substitution site, but in-
stead would have learned how to handle new spe-
cial cases for the examples in NMoNLI and would
not be able to generalize to lexical entailment rela-
tions it was not exposed to during training.
For this reason, we propose a generalization
task where NMoNLI is partitioned into training,
development, and testing sets such that the substi-
tuted words in the training set and the substituted
words in the development and test sets are entirely
disjoint. The specific train/test split we used is de-
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Figure 2: Inoculation results for the three models performing our disjoint generalization task.
Model NMoNLI Test
BERT w/o pretraining
or SNLI training
62.3
BERT with pretraining
but no SNLI training
98.5
Table 3: Ablation study of BERT training regimes.
scribed in Table 2. A model that creates a special
case for each new pair of substituted words seen in
its training on NMoNLI would not be able to solve
this generalization task, because this NMoNLI test
set contains substituted lexical items unseen in the
training set. To solve this harder generalization
task, a model must learn to reverse the lexical re-
lation in general; the identity of the substituted
words must be abstracted away in order to find a
solution that generalizes to vocabulary unseen in
training.
Is this an unfair task that is too difficult to ex-
pect any model to solve? We do not believe so.
The models know the relations between all sub-
stituted lexical items from their training on SNLI,
as demonstrated by their near-perfect performance
on PMoNLI. It isn’t crucial that models be shown
every pair of substituted words in the presence of
not. The models only need to be shown every rela-
tion that can hold between two substituted words
in the presence of not, which fully determines the
downward monotone property of not. For our pur-
poses, there are two relations that hold between
substituted lexical items, entailment and reverse
entailment, and the NMoNLI training dataset is
perfectly balanced between the two. This allows
us to conclude that our task is fair in the sense of
Geiger et al. 2019.
6.2 Inoculation by Fine-Tuning
Ideally, a model trained on SNLI that is further
trained on NMoNLI will still maintain strong per-
formance on SNLI. We use inoculation by fine-
tuning (Liu et al., 2019) to evaluate models on this
ability. In this method, a pretrained model is fur-
ther fine-tuned on different small amounts of ad-
versarial data while performance on the original
dataset and the adversarial dataset is tracked. For
each amount of adversarial data, a hyperparame-
ter search is run and the model with the highest
average performance on the original dataset and
adversarial dataset is selected. Optimizing for the
average accuracy is what Richardson et al. (2019)
refers to as lossless inoculation and we perform
the same hyperparameter searches that they do.
6.3 Results
We present our results in Figure 2. All three of our
models are able to solve our challenging general-
ization task after inoculation by fine-tuning. How-
ever, the results are mixed when it comes to the
ability to maintain performance on the SNLI test
set. ESIM and DECOMP both show clear trade-
offs; for them, succeeding on NMoNLI leads to
reduced performance on SNLI, and vice versa. In
contrast, the BERT model is able to succeed at
both task simultaneously.
To gain further insights into which aspects of
BERT enable this exceptional performance, we ex-
plored two ablations to our BERT pretraining and
fine-tuning regimes. First, we trained BERT from
scratch on our generalization task, with no gen-
eral pretraining (i.e., no masked language mod-
eling with next-sentence prediction) or training
on SNLI. This model achieves 62.3% accuracy,
which is very poor, but still indicates there are
some artifacts in our data that allow a model with
no prior knowledge of lexical relations to get some
leverage. Second, we tried using pretrained BERT
but without any SNLI training. Surprisingly, this
model achieved near-perfect accuracy on our gen-
eralization task. This finding indicates that BERT
might acquire knowledge of lexical relations dur-
ing its general pretraining phase.
6.4 Discussion
We believe that the ability of BERT models to
solve this more difficult generalization task is evi-
dence that they create modular, effective represen-
tations of lexical relations. However, we also be-
lieve this evidence is weak, as there is no formal
relationship between a model solving a general-
ization task and that model implementing modu-
lar representations. In order to further support our
claim, we must pry open the black box and inves-
tigate the underlying causal structure of BERT.
7 Prying Open the Black Box
We now know that BERT is able to leverage its
knowledge of lexical relations to achieve a univer-
sal solution to NMoNLI after only being trained
on a strict subset of the lexical relations it contains.
We hypothesize that modular representations un-
derlie this ability to systematically generalize. To
investigate this hypothesis, we develop an intu-
itive definition of modular representations that is
grounded in the effect that interchanging represen-
tations has on the model output. We then present
experimental evidence that reveals some of the un-
derlying modular structure in BERT.
We focus our analysis on BERT for two rea-
sons. First, there is no obvious method to deter-
mine whether a model like BERT has aligned and
merged two words to form a modular representa-
tion of the pair, as is necessary for the monotonic-
ity computations in NMoNLI. Second, BERT is in
a class of wildly successful models in general, and
it was the model with the strongest results in the
inoculation experiments. We believe an ability to
create modular representations underlies some of
this success.
The BERTmodel we analyze is the one from the
inoculation experiments with the highest average
accuracy on the NMoNLI test set and SNLI test
set, which were 94.5% and 90.5%, respectively.
7.1 Defining Modularity for BERT
Notation Recall that the structure of MoNLI ex-
amples is such that the premise and hypothesis
token sequences in each example differ by ex-
actly one word. That is, for a given premise se-
quence w1, . . . , wp, . . . wn, we have a hypothesis
w1, . . . , wh, . . . wn differing only in the tokens wp
and wh corresponding to the core MoNLI manipu-
lation described in Section 3.
To simplify notation, then, let us use wwp to
abbreviate w1, . . . , wp, . . . wn andwwh to abbrevi-
ate w1, . . . , wh, . . . wn. This allows us to specify
MoNLI BERT input sequences as
e = 〈[CLS],wwp ,[SEP],wwh ,[SEP]〉
Let BERT[e] be the grid of Transformer-
layer output representations that BERT determines
based on the input sequence e, which we can rep-
resent schematically for R transformer layers:
hR
1
hR
2
. . . hRn
...
...
...
...
h1
1
h1
2
. . . h1n
inputs: e1 e2 . . . en
Further, let BERTrej [e] be the vector in row r for
input token ej that is created when BERT pro-
cesses example e. For example, in the above,
BERT1e2 [e] = h
1
2
.
For two examples with different numbers of to-
kens, e and e′, the grids BERT[e] and BERT[e′]
will be of different widths, but we still want to be
able to refer to parallel locations in each example.
So we define BERTrwp to be the locations where
the vectors in row r are created for the input to-
ken wp across all examples. We similarly define
BERTrwh and BERT
r
[CLS].
Our goal is to define what it would mean for the
vectors created at the locations BERTrwp , BERT
r
wh
,
or BERTr[CLS] to define modular representations.
Input Swapping Swapping is a systematic ma-
nipulation of the input sequence of one example
based on the input sequence of another. For two
examples e and e′,
e = 〈[CLS],wwp ,[SEP],wwh ,[SEP]〉
e′ = 〈[CLS],xxp ,[SEP],xxh ,[SEP]〉
let Swap(e, e′) be the version of e in which the wp
and wh tokens in e are replaced by the correspond-
ing tokens xp and xh in e
′, with no other changes
to e:
Swap(e, e′) = 〈[CLS],wxp ,[SEP],wxh[SEP]〉
Representation Replacement Replacement is
an operation on BERT parameter grids. We de-
fine Replace(BERT[e],BERTrw[e
′]) to be the grid
of Transformer-layer representations that is just
like BERT[e] except while BERT processes e,
BERTrw[e] is replaced with BERT
r
w[e
′], which will
change the identity of BERTkw[e] for k > r.
Interchange and Causal Interchange Inter-
change is the central notion for modularity. It re-
lates Swap and Replace :
Interchange Examples e and e′ interchange at
BERTrw if, and only if, BERT[Swap(e, e
′)]
and Replace(BERT[e],BERTrw[e
′]) are mod-
els that lead to the same output label predic-
tions.
The intuition behind this definition of inter-
change is that it connects a systematic manipula-
tion of the inputs with a systematic manipulation
of the internal representations of the model. To the
extent that these manipulations lead to the same
output predictions, we can say that we have iden-
tified a systematic aspect of the representation of
a certain pair of input tokens in the context of the
full example. Conversely, if interchange fails for
some examples, then the effects of the input ma-
nipulation represented by Swap(e, e′) are certainly
not localized at representation BERTrw. They may
be elsewhere in the network, or there may be no
such representation.
Crucially, we only get this kind of insight if
the process of interchanging has an effect on
the model’s final output. For this reason, we
are concerned with sets of examples that inter-
change and have the following property: for some
e, e′ ∈ E, interchange holds and, furthermore,
BERT[Swap(e, e′)] leads to a different output pre-
diction3 from BERT[e]. We call this causal inter-
change because of the detectable causal effect it
has on the outputs.
Measuring Interchange We have no guarantee
that BERT parameters will satisfy (causal) inter-
change for any examples. Indeed, the nature of
BERT might seem to resist such localization of
specific semantic effects, leading to strong perfor-
mance but no predictable localization in any spe-
cific internal representations. However, what we
3Given the first condition, BERT[Swap(e, e′)] could be
replaced with Replace(BERT[e],BERTrw[e
′]), because both
will lead to the same output.
observe is in fact a strikingly high level modular-
ity in BERT models trained on MoNLI.
To quantify this, we create a graph in which the
examples of MoNLI are the nodes and there is an
edge between two nodes if and only if those two
examples interchange at BERTrw. Cliques in this
graph will, in turn, correspond to sets of examples
that interchange at BERTrw.
To see the logic behind this graph, it is help-
ful to consider some logically possible scenarios.
First, if no examples interchange at our chosen po-
sition BERTrw, then our graph for that position will
have no edges at all. Second, if all examples inter-
change at BERTrw, then our graph will be one enor-
mous clique. This would represent perfect modu-
larity.
7.2 Experiments
MoNLI contains 2,678 examples. Thus, for a
given vector location, 7 million interchange exper-
iments must be run to construct the full graph. Un-
der the constraint of resources, we conducted in-
terchange experiments at random locations among
the 36 locations defined by BERTrwp , BERT
r
wh
and
BERTr[CLS] with random pairs of inputs and se-
lected the location with the most clustering, which
was BERT3wh .
The problem of finding the largest clique in a
graph is NP-complete, so only heuristics are avail-
able, but heuristics are fine for the purpose of find-
ing a clique that is large enough. Some edges cor-
respond to interchanges that are causal, and some
correspond to interchanges that are not causal. To
ensure we identify sets of examples that inter-
change causally, we use the following greedy algo-
rithm: begin with the full graph, and then remove
the node with the least number of causal edges un-
til the node with the least number of causal edges
is less than α, then remove the node with the least
number of edges until only a clique remains. We
tested α values between 1 and 10 and chose the
best results.
7.3 Results
We ran our interchange method at the location
BERT3wh to construct a graph which we partitioned
into cliques using our simple, greedy algorithm.
We discovered several large disjoint cliques cor-
responding to sets of examples that interchange
causally. These cliques had size 98, 63, 47, and
37.
(nut,thing)
(pouch,thing)
(tube,thing)
(hood,thing)
(root,thing)
(structure,thing)
(nugget,thing)
(capsule,thing)
(grasshopper,insect)
(fly,insect)
(moth,insect)(roach,insect)
(mosquito,insect)
(butterfly,insect)
(cricket,insect)
(bumblebee,insect)
(bee,insect)
(wasp,insect)
(flea,insect)
(beetle,insect)
(campsite,location)
(lawn,location)
(meadow,location)
(station,location)
(park,location)
(den,location)(house,location)
(town,location)
(ghetto,location)
(residence,location)
(backyard,location)
(slum,location)
(studio,location)
(cemetery,location)
(jungle,location)
(playground,location)
(farm,location)
(laboratory,location)
(lab,location)
(piano,instrument)
(flute,instrument)
(tuba,instrument)
(harmonica,instrument)
(saxophone,instrument)
(violin,instrument)
(bass,instrument)
(toy,object)
(hat,object)
(cane,object)
(box,object)
(sculptor,artist)
(tree,magnolia) (trees,elms)
(tree,cypress)
(tree,maple)
(water,saltwater)
(water,rainwater)
(woman,widow)
(woman,granny)
(object,sweater)
(object,jacket)
(person,republican)
(person,runner)
(person,sophomore) (person,housekeeper)
(person,detective)
(person,physicist)
(person,steward)
(person,cambodian)
(person,consultant)
(person,sergeant)
(person,trooper)
(person,farmer)
(person,cop)
(person,vegetarian)
(person,californian)
(person,goalkeeper)
(person,navigator)
(person,genius)
(person,cleaner)
(person,lunatic)
(person,doctor)
(person,business)
(dog,retriever)
(dogs,huskies)
(dog,husky)
(dog,pomeranian)
(dog,maltese)
(dog,chihuahua)
(dog,terrier)
(liquid,alcohol)
(liquid,tequila)(liquid,margarita)
(liquid,whiskey)
(berry,blueberry)
Figure 3: A visualization of the largest modular representation we found in BERT, which abstracts over the sub-
stituted words in 98 examples from MoNLI. Each pair is of the form (wp, wh) and we clustered pairs based on
hyponyms.
To put these results in context, we created a
graph with the same number of nodes as the origi-
nal and edges that were assigned randomly with a
50% probability. This baseline tells us the level of
modularity that would be expected if interchang-
ing a representation randomized the output of the
model for its binary classification task.
The expected number of cliques of size k for
this graph (2,678 nodes; edge probability of 0.5)
is
(
n
k
)
× 2(
k
2
). Thus, for k > 20, the expected
number of cliques with k nodes is less than 10−8.
7.4 Discussion
Our random graph baseline has almost no chance
of forming cliques with more than 20 nodes, so
our cliques of size 98, 63, 47, and 37 are not the
result of random chance. This is conclusive evi-
dence that BERT creates modular representations
of substituted words for several large sets of exam-
ples.
In Figure 3, we show a visualization of the sub-
stituted words that the largest modular representa-
tion abstracts over. We clustered the pairs of sub-
stituted words based on their hyponyms and found
that many substituted words shared the same hy-
ponym. When we randomly sample 98 examples
from MoNLI, we consistently found over 30 of
the 69 distinct hyponyms in MoNLI appear in the
sample. The 98 pairs of substituted words that
this modular representation abstracts over contains
only 13 of the 69 distinct hyponyms in MoNLI,
which makes it clear this modular representation
does not abstract over a random sample. It is hard
to say exactly what this tells us about how BERT
makes representations.
Importantly, these results are not evidence that
BERT fails to create modular representations of
substituted words from a larger subset of exam-
ples. First, we only investigated the representa-
tions at BERT3wh . BERT could be making mod-
ular representations at other vector locations. Sec-
ond, BERT could be making modular representa-
tions using parts of vectors at various locations.
Third, even if we chose the correct location, we
used a greedy algorithm to discover cliques, which
doesn’t guarantee that we found the largest clique.
We did not exhaustively analyze BERT to find
the largest possibly modular representation; such
an analysis is likely computationally impossible
as it would require testing every possible combina-
tion of vector elements to see if they form a mod-
ular representation. What we did do is perform an
efficient analysis that was able to find a large mod-
ular representation.
8 Conclusion
We presented a new method for actively manipu-
lating BERT internal representations to determine
whether they encode lexical realtions in a modu-
lar way. The goal of these methods is to go be-
yond performance metrics on standard evaluation
tasks to understand the abstract capacity of our
models to reason about language. We reported on
experiments involving MoNLI, a new challenge
dataset for evaluating a model’s ability to reason
about lexical entailment and negation. Our find-
ings suggest that BERT-based internal representa-
tions show a high degree of modularity when fine-
tuned on MoNLI. We expect the general logic of
these methods and experiments to extend to a wide
range of neural architectures and semantic tasks.
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